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1 Introduction

The following configuration manual discusses the hardware and software requirements for
this research. It also describes the programming stages of the implementation in detail.

2 System Setup

2.1 Hardware specifications

• Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8565U CPU @ 1.80GHz 1.99GHz

• RAM: 8 GB

• System Type: 64-bit Operating System

• Storage: 512 SSD with 1 TB HDD

2.2 Software required

• Microsoft Excel: It is a spreadsheet program, which is used to store data in a grid
of rows and columns. And in context to this study, has been used to access CSV
(comma separated files) format files.

• Google Colaboratory: It is a free cloud service that has allowed continuous access-
ibility of 12 GB NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU for 12 hours (Bar-El; 2018). This study
uses the environment of colab to examine metro bike data and create models for
machine learning. GPU setting is activated for some models to execute the code in
less time.

• Tableau: Some visualizations in the final report were made through Tableau. It is
a free visualization software which can be downloaded from Tableau website1.

3 Project Development

The research work was conducted using version 3.6.7 of Python. And it was implemented
in four phases : Data pre-processing and feature engineering, data preparation, modelling
machine learning techniques and finally, evaluation.

1https://www.tableau.com/
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3.1 Data Collection

The data for the study is obtained from the Metro Bike website2. It consists of 4 csv files
containing quarterly data of bike trips made in 2019 and 1 csv file with station details.
The data files are downloaded and stored in Google Drive for it to be accessed by the
Google Colab.

3.2 Data Processing and Feature Engineering

First of all, Google Drive is connected to the Colab and the necessary libraries are im-
ported as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Data Setup

To facilitate the processing and achieve the desired data set following functions are
developed:

1. ”time bins” function as shown in figure 2 creates a dataframe of start date time
and end date time with a fixed interval value and returns it.

Figure 2: time bin function

2https://bikeshare.metro.net/about/data/
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2. ”format data” function loads the bike trip data, one file at a time and performs
pre-preprocessing on it. And at end combines it with the time interval dataset
obtained from ”time bins” function to develop transformed dataset and weights for
graph (figure 3).

Figure 3: format data function

3. ”merge data” function combines individual formatted files into a single file and
returns the complete station Id list (figure 4).

4. ”make graph weights” function uses the weights generated from ”format data” func-
tion to create a new features ”average percent” which is used to assign weights to
edges (figure 5).
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Figure 4: merge data function

Figure 5: make graph weights function
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5. ”transform data” function as shown in figure 6 is the parent function which calls all
the above functions and saves the datasets formed into a directory in google drive.

Figure 6: transform data function

Finally, the values of variables are passed to the ”transform data” function to start
the execution process as shown in the figure 7.

Figure 7: Variables used to generate transformed datasets

3.3 Data Preparation

1. For ARIMA and LSTM Model the following data preparation followed in the re-
search. The datasets obtained from processing are utilised to generate individual
bike station dataset for both bike demands and docks demands as shown in figure
8.
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Figure 8: Data preparation for ARIMA and LSTM models

2. However, for STGCN and TAGCN model graph data is generated using Pytorch
Geometric library. And libraries shown in figure 9 are mandatory for the process.
And To ease the impplementation following functions are developed.

Figure 9: Libraries necessary for graph data preparation

• ”make edges” function converts the graph weight dataset into edge data com-
patible with Pytorch geometric (figure 10).
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Figure 10: make edges function

• ”time windows” functions slice the dependent features from the data and for
it to be converted into tensors as shown in figure 11.

Figure 11: time windows function

• Finally, ”create torch data” function creates a graph structure of nodes and
edges from the transformed bikes data (figure 12).

3.4 Modelling

• To train the model 80% of data has been utilised in all the models and rest 20% is
used for training. In the case of LSTM model 20% of data from train set id used
for validation.

• The model has been implemented as following:
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Figure 12: create torch data function

1. ARIMA Model
The ARIMA model is implemented using Statsmodel library. To utilise the
data for ARIMA stationary test has also been performed and model is imple-
mented as shown in figure 13.

Figure 13: ARIMA model train and test implementation

2. LSTM Model
A five LSTM model has been implemented using Keras library and the data
is scaled using MinMaxScaler before training. The code can be referred from
figure 14.
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Figure 14: LSTM model implementation

3. STGCN Model
The implementation of STGCN model is a intricate process and was referred
from (Ohrn; 2020). The model consists of 4 classes which are referenced in the
main ”STGCN” class. The figure 15 shows the 3 individual classes and figure
16, the main STGCN class.

Figure 15: Three convolution layer classes of the STGCN model
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Figure 16: Main Class of STGCN model
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4. TAGCN Model
Implementation of TAGCN model is similar to STCGN model, with the only
difference in the ”SpatialGraphConv” class in the main TAGCN class. Figure
17 represents the SpatialGraphConv class in TAGCN.

Figure 17: SpatialGraphConv class in TAGCN model

3.5 Evaluation

To evaluate the models, three metrics; RMSE, MSE and MAE are utilised which are
implemented using sklearn library. The code can be referenced through figure 18

Figure 18: Evaluation metrics used in the research.
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